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Note:   This report contains quotes that are likely to offend.
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An early example of how media influences government policy is John
Wesley Dafoe, publisher of the Winnipeg Free Press for 43 years
(1901-1944).  Quigley describes him as the "most influential
journalist in Canada for much of that period" which covered two world
wars.  NOTE#1

Dafoe even had a hand in shaping the wording of the Balfour
Declaration of 1926.  This official British document redefined the
British Empire as the Commonwealth of Nations.  Each "dominion" was to
be an independent nation running its own affairs.  The US was welcome
to join.  Allegiance to the Crown was the tie that continues to bind
members.  

Mindy Jacobs and Anti Indigenous Whoppers
These people are really trying to pound their plans into our heads. 
Yet another article by Mindelle "Who's She" Jacobs, contains some very
provocative statements published by the FCPP, "Part of the problem is
that many First Nations people live on lands that were not given to
them for reasons of progress, but their stagnation." NOTE#2

Here's the whopper that stirred anti Indigenous sentiment to a frenzy,
"In addition, there's all the money band chiefs and councillors make,
regardless of how many people are on welfare. More than 80 reserve
politicians (including 47 in Alberta) earned more than the prime
minister in 2008-09 and more than 200 (including 69 in Alberta) were
paid more than their respective premiers. 
 
"Aboriginal leaders need to recognize that individuals are more
important than geography. "One should never sacrifice individual
well-being and human rights for a concept of attachment to land." 

That's the kind of twisted statement you get when Maurice Strong and
Stephen Harper get together for a tete a tete :-$ over some chamomile
tea.
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"Word Twister" Kathy Carlson and Frances "Frantic Anti Indigenous"
Widdowson
Kathryn Blaze Carlson expounds on Attawapiskat in the National Post,  
NOTE#3 "Traditional indigenous teachings ask those living today to
respect the "seventh generation".

She quotes Frances "Frantic Anti Indigenous" Widdowson, ""Those
communities really shouldn't exist.  These remote communities are seen
as homelands, where economies can be built to support the population.
But that's just not possible, and it's not going to happen. You can't
say, 'They should continue to exist because they've always existed.'"

"If Widdowson has it her way, remote communities - and the rest of the
reserve system - will "wither away."

Widdowson teaches political science at Mount Royal University in
Calgary.  "Residents in what she calls "artificial communities with no
ties to economic activity in Canada" should first receive intensive
social services - health, employment and education, for example - to
prepare them for such a move."

Is this cold hard professor recommending a flogging with that program
to whip us into shape??  

She's not at all accurate, describing Indigenous communities as
"artificial".  Those communities were there long before her colonial
forefathers came and designated the "reserves".  It sure looks like
the imperial minions want to tell us where to go all over again. 

In a pretense to look like she is presenting all viewpoints, Kathy
"Word Twister" makes sure she quotes an Indigenous to pacify everyone
and justify the crimes now unfolding, "[Relocation] is a ridiculous
idea," Grand Chief Louttit said. "It's saying, 'Let's move these
people to somewhere near Timmins and get them off their territory, and
in the meantime let the mining companies lay claim to all that..."

In unraveling Louttit's statement, she is wordy and patronizing, "Not
only do discussions of relocation or urbanization reflexively alarm
many aboriginals, but First Nations have developed a strong kinship
with their reserve land - even if historically they, like many
non-natives, moved around in pursuit of economic opportunity."

Kathy Carlson wants to make Indigenous look unreasonable and emotional
with "reflexive alarm".  She makes it seem as if we were nomads
without a homeland.  Once again, the colonial record has propagated
confusion.

Then she quotes another "Aboriginal" to back her up, "In traditional
times, if there weren't resources in one area, you'd move to where
there were resources," said Manny Jules, head of the federal First
Nations Tax Commission and a former longtime chief of the Kamloops
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Indian Band. "But the reserve system brought an attachment to land."

Is Manny so blinded by $$$ that he completely forgot his own People's
ancient ties to the land?

That's some serious twisting of Indigenous principles and putting an
"Aboriginal" face to them at the same time. This is very slick
spectacle making.  It's the same ole same ole razzle dazzle.

"Major" Doug the "Military Man"
The imperial repertoire of absurdities is not complete without Doug
Bland writing in the Vancouver Sun, "'Young first nations people are
largely poor, uneducated, prone to crime and live near vulnerable
resource areas'". NOTE#4

The part about "vulnerable resource areas" means that investors get
jittery when Indigenous start talking about owning the land.  The
reference to Native youth being "prone to crime" is quite simply a
RACIST remark.

"The Queen's University professor in Kingston, says conditions are
ripe for a major uprising by first nations people."

He was speaking to a luncheon audience of the Frontier Centre for
Public Policy FCPP in Winnipeg recently.

Who pays for all these people to jet set around with their ideas and
policy recommendations??  

Wanting to prove his compassion, "Major" Doug says, "Of course,
aboriginals often experience deplorable living conditions
characterized by rural isolation and housing that's dilapidated and
overcrowded."

He makes it sound like living in the city is a human right we all
aspire to.  Need we point out his Government could easily fix the
houses or complete the ones they PROMISED?

Dougie stirs up his listeners with his military insights, never
mentioning how quickly HIS gov could solve matters, "A community with
a sense of grievance needs only a particular economic or political
condition to aggravate it, along with a unifying leader able to
mobilize the group to trigger an insurrection."

He'd probably enjoy another Oka crisis, fodder for grandstanders and
imperial propagandists.
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Michael "Mikey" Den Tandt
In another related article, Michael Den Tandt writes glibly, "...there
is a potential remedy - ... being proposed by Manny Jules...and Joseph
Quesnel...who is of Metis origin.

"Their idea... introduce private property on reserves...Jules and
Quesnel don't propose it be imposed from above, by government fiat.
But they'd like Ottawa to allow bands to opt into it, should they wish
to. Title to reserve lands would pass from the Crown to the band,
which would retain authority over land use..."

What Mikey doesn't mention is the fact that band councils are already
CORPORATIONS, Canadian corporations, if you will.  The likelihood of
the Crown giving up its "Title" is pretty slim unless the "bands" want
to pay a hefty price for what is already theirs.

Mike continues, "private plots on reserves could be sold or rented to
anyone - regardless of race. At a stroke, Canada's apartheid system
would be substantively de-fanged."

Do you see what a "humanitarian" he is??

"Perhaps the Indian Act can't be unmade. But the system can be made
less hurtful and less egregiously racist. Private property is a
fundamental social benefit and human right. How is it that in Canada,
in 2011, it isn't available to all?" NOTE#5

And while Mikey gets behind the "R" word, he himself epitomizes the
racist, imperial minion of the 21st Century pursuing Empire.  The NWO
hierarchy still plans to have themselves, the Imperial Elite at the
top.  It's a bit of a struggle though these days. 

Joseph "Maybe Metis" Quesnel
If that isn't enuf, there's always one more, "I can't say every single
fly-in community is doomed to fail, but I do think they face
challenges more difficult than even [those faced by] the average First
Nations community." 

Joe, an FCPP Frontier Centre for Public Policy policy analyst,
pompously asserts "The most isolated communities should have a mature
conversation about what options they have." NOTE#6

That's like saying we're childish because we want to continue to live
in our ancient territories where much of our distinct identity comes
from the land itself.  Presumptuous and pompous people never
understand another person's point of view, mainly because they don't
want to.  Some of them will never change. 

The articles by these authors reveal a massive media campaign aimed
low at everybody's gut level.  It's a flawed campaign that does not
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stand up to reason or hard data.  It leaves out completely the
Indigenous way and our Ancient Ways of Knowing.

Wealth continues to accumulate in the Royal Coffers.  The full details
have been secret for centuries though many have tried to find out.  We
do know that much of that wealth was stolen from our Indigenous
territories by the corporations of Canada, the USA, Mexico et al. 
Return, Repayment and Redistribution of this wealth would do a lot to
alleviate the problems of the world.

Kittoh

Notes, Sources and Contact Info
See Part One:  "Write for ONE, Write for ALL"
http://www.storm.ca/~kittoh/Write_for_One.pdf

NOTE#1
from "Tragedy and Hope" by Carroll Quigley, 1966
p.148
"During these years 1917-18, a declaration was drawn up establishing complete
independence for the dominions except for allegiance to the crown.  This was
not issued until 1926.  Instead on July 9, 1919 Milner issued an official
statement which said, "The UK and the Dominions are partner nations; not yet
indeed of equal power, but for good and all of equal status...The only
possibility of continuance of the British Empire is on a basis of absolute
out-and-out equal partnership between the UK and the Dominions.  I say that
without any kind of reservation whatsoever."  This point of view was restated
in the so-called Balfour Declaration of 1926 and was enacted into law as the
Statute of Westminster in 1931.  B.K. Long of the South African Round Table
group (who was Colonial Editor of The Times in 1913-21 and Editor of Rhodes'
paper, The Cape Times in South Africa in 1922-1935) tells us that the
provisions of the declaration of 1926 were agreed on in 1917 during the
Imperial Conference convoked by Milner.  They were formulated by John W.
Dafoe, editor of the Winnipeg Free Press for 43 years and the most influential
journalist in Canada for much of that period.  Dafoe persuaded the Canadian PM
Sir Robert Borden, to accept his ideas and then brought in Long and Dawson
(Editor of The Times).  Dawson negotiated the agreement with Milner, Smuts and
others.  Although Australia and New Zealnad were far from satisfied, the
influence of Canada and South Africa carried the agreement.  Nine years later
it was issued under Balfour's name at a conference convoked by Amery."

Just in case we were forgetting the history, there is a Balfour Lane about 15
miles outside Sharbot Lake.

NOTE#2
"Reserves Are Part Of The Problem" by Mindelle Jacobs and published in the
Edmonton Sun, November 23, 2010. 

NOTE#3
Attawapiskat: A 'Homeland' at the Crossroad
Kathryn Blaze Carlson in the National Post, December 3, 2011 
see  http://www.fcpp.org/ for a full list of similar articles.
http://www.fcpp.org/publication.php/3171
Respecting the Seventh Generation:A voluntary plan for relocating non-viable
Native reserves
Frances Widdowson, author of Disrobing the Aboriginal Industry: The Deception
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Behind Indigenous Cultural Preservation.

NOTE#4
THE VANCOUVER SUN March 16, 2010
Conditions Ripe for Major Aboriginal Uprising, Academic Says

NOTE#5
A Private Solution to the Very Public Problem of First Nations Living
Conditions
Michael Den Tandt, Postmedia News, December 8, 2011  

NOTE#6
http://www.fcpp.org/
Frontier Centre for Public Policy
Joseph Quesnel is a policy analyst at the Frontier Centre for Public Policy
who focuses on aboriginal matters and property rights. Based in Lethbridge,
Alberta, he is from the Sudbury region of Northern Ontario, and has Metis
ancestry from Quebec. He graduated from McGill University in 2001, majoring in
political science and history. He specialized in Canadian and American
politics, with an emphasis on constitutional law. In 2004, he completed a
master of journalism degree at Carleton University in Ottawa, where he
specialized in political reporting. For two years, he covered House standing
committees, as well as Senate committees. His career in journalism includes
several stints at community newspapers in Northern Ontario, including Sudbury
and Espanola. He also completed internships at CFRA 580 AM, a talk radio
station in Ottawa and the Cable Public Affairs Channel. He writes a weekly
column in the Winnipeg Sun and contributes to the Taxpayer, the flagship
publication of the Canadian Taxpayers Federation. Quesnel's policy
commentaries have appear in Lethbridge Herald, Vancouver Sun, Globe and Mail,
Financial Post, and National Post, among others.

Quesnel has regular articles in the Winnipeg Sun and elsewhere in Canadian
newspapers.
http://www.winnipegsun.com/2012/01/20/quesnel-whats-wrong-with-renting-sheds-t
o-poor
http://www.winnipegsun.com/2011/10/14/political-instability-hampers-reserves
http://www.winnipegsun.com/2012/01/13/quesnel-no-easy-fix-for-northern-isolati
on
http://www.winnipegsun.com/2012/02/03/quesnel-remembering-terry-nelson
http://www2.canada.com/calgaryherald/news/theeditorialpage/story.html?id=fa871
215-3c2e-48c8-b376-0
http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2010/10/14/joseph-quesnel-natives-deserve-
the-right-to-own-private-property/
http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2010/06/28/joseph-quesnel-demand-accountab
ility-for-taxpayer-funded-native-groups/
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